5/1/20 - Episode #12
The David and Goliath Moment for Manufacturers
Sitting on the sidelines waiting or seizing this rare opportunity and doing?

[Allison]: 
Hello Ray!
And all the manufacturers listening. Happy Friday. Or whatever day it is. ;-)

Today we’re talking about an exciting topic…
WAITING vs. DOING

Ray brought up a favorite quote this week from Abe Lincoln:
“The best way to predict the future is to create it.”

You had some great insight on this Ray. Jump in!

[Ray]: 
I love this quote. And, i double-checked it before I sent it to you. It’s also been attributed to Peter Drucker and a few others.

It’s so appropriate now...we’re in such an ‘unprecedented’ time, as a society, as individuals. When you’re stuck and you’re not sure and the charts and the graphs and the data aren’t telling you what to do - because we’re all sick and tired of the “we’re here for you.”

We’re in an unprecedented time to go out and do something. And not be afraid to do it. Know what I mean?!

[Allison]:
Through all this Covid19 experience, have you been more impressed by the brands who showed up like you expected they would OR those who’ve been brave enough to rethink, reevaluate and do something unexpected?

Who stands out in your mind? Who's going to be top of mind when we get back to ‘normal.’ Who’s been a real leader?

[Ray]: 
I think even the definition of brave these days is fluid. It went from (just a few weeks ago) “we’re in this together and it’s hard.” What I admire is who’s found a way to make it easy for me to get the stuff that I want. 

Who’s come as close as possible to making this ‘new’ normal feel normal?! I want to get back to business as usual, but until then, who’s making it easy?

[Allison]:
Yes, I think so! And, while you’re busy waiting to see how COVID19 is going to affect us, or waiting to see what a competitor will do or wait to see what customers might ask for or need.

In that time you could be DOING something instead of waiting.

I did a recent Linkedin post that asked the question, “Why not?!”
Simply the idea that sometimes a question is also a declaration. 

I’ve spoken with numerous marketing directors and managers and they’ve asked, “There’s money in our budget (or set aside) for marketing activities and suddenly management wants to hold off and wait. Like putting off re-desigining your website; making a better online experience for customers. For months even.

Is this the way to go? Or would you better off doing something and having it roll out when the air clears? Or do you wait? How do you feel about this?

[Ray]: 
My sense of it is this is such an unprecedented event. Nothing like it ever! So, you’re waiting for WHAT? There’s nothing in history to compare this to.

This is happening during a time when the availability and cost of technology is so prevalent. So affordable and accessible.

There’s a window for those people right now to take advantage of ecommerce, social media, automation of business processes as well as operational 

Small bets get you a very large payback or impact.
If there’s ever been a David & Goliath moment in history for manufacturers, this is it!

As business people, you have the opportunity to MAKE things. This is a community of makers; people who can create anything. This is the time to grow your customer base, communicating with prospective and current customers and employees. 

Hiding under a rock isn’t a business strategy. It never has been and it certainly isn’t now.


[Allison]: 
So, most of the manufacturers we know are still deemed essential. Thank God!
Many are down some, in terms of revenue. But year over year, sales are still up this year.

What’s the difference between a manufacturer who keeps doing what they’ve been doing or less or the one who continues charging ahead? Is it really going to help you get as far if you wait instead of following through and making change or impact now?

[Ray]: 
There are a number of activities you can do. This isn’t like “go mortgage everything and bet the store.” You can implement some technology for a little less than your own cable bill. I’ve seen organizations do this. Gain capacity and efficiency for a small investment. 

The kind of bets that yield a huge return. I’m a big fan of “Don’t waste a crisis!”
If we could solve this one issue we’d have the world by the ass. 

So, go try it. 

Sometimes doing nothing is out of fear. I get that. 

[Allison]: 
Yes! And so back to the “why not?!” question/declaration …

When companies spend time on meetings and brainstorming sessions and afterward, there’s zero buy-in from senior leadership. Even though the majority feels like it’s a good idea. 

This is so frustrating for teams who are charged with increasing sales and decreasing expenses. And leading the company in new directions. It’s stifling and confusing.

Let’s talk about some EXAMPLES of manufacturers and companies who ARE leading with courage and action:

-84 Lumber
-Cambro Manufacturing
-Marvin Windows

They’re all engaging their audience in a myriad of ways. Encouraging participation and engagement.

It’s about sharing and goodwill. Getting creative. DOING instead of waiting.
Cambro is doing Tik Toks. We’re not talking expensive activities here. A manufacturer resonating on social media. 

SALES PEOPLE
Your salespeople are your front lines. They’re having those quick conversations and converting sales. To many customers, they’re the face of your brand. 

And they need your support right now more than ever. 
Supporting them is like insurance. 

[Ray]: 
We’re not even talking about lengthy projects. These can be quick hits. Quick-thinking  and small actions that you can’t afford to miss out on.

[Allison]: 
Also, it’s about being of service. Have your sales eople do a quick Q&A with customers, architects, contractors and passes that along to your marketing people. They can use that in numerous social media conversations. Then send the customers a cool little care package. Tshirt, cool hat, toilet paper. ;-)

I’ve been giving my clients some free ideas. How to turn 1 conversation into 15-30. Gary Vee is so good at this. 


CHALLENGE/BELIEF: 


[Ray]: 
Stages of the selling cycle are somewhat shorter right now and knowing what customers are challenged with and asking them what they want and how they’re doing is money. Doing things to then drive service which yields sales. 

Then measure your unit of money. Are we saving it? Making it? Multiplying it?

[Allison]: 
The things to cut in a down-turn are marketing, sales travel, trade shows, etc. Or, instead you can place small bets (small seeds) and get really big returns. It’s a choice. 
Support employees. Support customers. Support future sales. GIVE to get. Maybe I’m just crazy! Plant now and see what grows in a couple of months instead of waiting.

Quote from Amelia Earhart: “The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity.” Speaks to any fear we may have right now. Making difficult decisions to keep moving forward. Be brave! Keep making a difference.

If you’re not already, please subscribe to this podcast. And sharing is caring, so tell a colleague to tune in and GET REAL already.

[Ray]: 
Here’s to flattening the curve and building a new one for customers. 
And, remember to keep manufacturing out loud! We need you! 

